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Abstract. The vacuum pumps are usually applied in many different life and
industrial fields, such as food, medicine and biotechnology. They are used to
convey various materials, from low viscosity fluids such as water to very high
viscosity fluids such as oil, and even solids. The dynamic characteristics of a
meshing rotor pair are greatly affect the working process of the vacuum pumps.
In this paper, a method is presented to determine the dynamic characteristics of a
meshing rotor pair in vacuum pump working process. The mathematical model
and 3D CAD model of rotor pair are also constructed to perform analysis
dynamic characteristics of rotor pair. The dynamic load of rotor is defined by the
variable forces and variable stiffness of the system by using Adams software.
The influence of rotational rotor speed on the dynamic load has been analyzed.
Subsequently, the numerical results are presented to verify the merit of con-
structed model.
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1 Introduction

The roots pumps are widely used in the life and industrial applications to transport with
various materials including low and high viscosity fluids. The rotor’s tooth profile is an
important factor for improving performance of the vacuum pump. In this paper, a new
tooth profile is designed based on the combination of the different traditional curves
such as circular arc, extended epicycloid, involute curve.
The researches for improving rotor’s tooth profile of vacuum pump have published

in recently years. A tooth profile of a rotor is designed by using a single circular arc [1,
2]. A new tooth profile for rotor is proposed by combining circular arcs and a con-
jugated epicycloid [3]. A tooth profiles of rotor by comprising four circular arcs that
can improve area efficiency of a vacuum pump patented by Fang [4]. Subsequently,
Fong and Wang [5] have developed the tooth profile of the rotor that is combined by
five circular arcs. For increasing pump efficiency, Niimura et al. [6] patented a tooth
profile consisted a circular arc and an involute. For improving pump performance,
Hwang and Hsieh [7, 8] have designed a tooth profiles using an extended cycloid curve
with a variable trochoid ratio. And Kang et al. [9, 10] developed a new lobe pump rotor
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profile used circular and epicycloid. A profile design of rotor consisting of a
hypocycloid and epicycloid is presented by Chiu [11].
In this paper, based on the previous study [12], the tooth profile of CIC Roots rotors

is composed of three curves which comprise orderly one circular arc on the rotor tooth
tip, an involute and one conjugated circular arc in the root of rotor tooth. The tooth
profile of EE Roots rotors is constructed by an extended epicycloid. 3D rotor models
for both EE Roots rotors and CIC Roots rotors are constructed. Numeral example is
presented to illustrate and verify that the CIC Roots rotors have more advances than the
EE Roots rotors.

2 Mathematical Models for Generating Tooth Profiles
of the Roots Rotors

2.1 CIC Tooth Profile

The CIC tooth profile is comprised by a circular arc (addendum portion A1B1), an
involute curve (pitch circle portion B1C1) and a conjugated circular arc (dedendum
portion C1D1), as shown in Fig. 1. The position locus tooth profiles of Roots rotor are
represented in the coordinate system S1ðx1; y1; z1Þ as follows:
(1) The circular arc A1B1:

rðA1B1ÞIII1 ð‘Þ ¼
xðA1B1ÞIII1 ð‘Þ ¼ ra cos ‘

yðA1B1ÞIII1 ð‘Þ ¼ ra sin ‘

(
; ð0 ‘ ‘1Þ ð1Þ

(2) The involute curve B1C1:

rðB1C1ÞII1 ð‘Þ ¼ xðB1C1ÞII1 ð‘Þ ¼ rpþ ‘ cos ap cosb ‘ cos ap cot ap sinb

yðB1C1ÞII1 ð‘Þ ¼ ‘ cos b ap cotapþ rp sinb

(
; u ‘ uð Þ

ð2Þ

with b ¼ p
2N

‘
rp sin ap

(3) The dedendum circular arc C1D1 can be obtained by rotating E1F1 (In Fig. 2) an

angle of # ¼ ðN 1Þp
N counterclockwise about z axis:

rðC1D1ÞII1 ð‘Þ ¼
xðC1D1ÞII1 ð‘Þ ¼ 2rp cosð# ‘Þ þ ra cosð#þ 3‘Þ

yðC1D1ÞII1 ð‘Þ ¼ 2rp sinð# ‘Þ þ ra sinð#þ 3‘Þ

(
: ð3Þ
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In Fig. 2(a), the meshing coordinate system for two Roots rotor is presented, the
coordinate systems S1ðx1; y1; z1Þ, S2ðx2; y2; z2Þ, and Sf ðxf ; yf ; zf Þ are rigidly connected
to the driving rotor, the driven rotor, and the frame, respectively. By applying the
homogeneous coordinate transformation matrix equation from S1ðx1; y1; z1Þ to
S2ðx2; y2; z2Þ, the locus for CIC tooth profile of the Rotor in the coordinate system
S2ðx2; y2; z2Þ is the same as in Eqs. (4) and (5) and equation of meshing between the
driving rotor and driven rotor is presented as in Eq. (6) as follows:

rI2ðs;/Þ ¼M21ð/ÞrI1ðsÞ; ð4Þ

and nI2ðs;/Þ ¼ L21ð/ÞnI1ðsÞ; ð5Þ

where L21ð/Þ is the upper-left ð2 2Þ sub-matrix of the ð3 3Þ homogeneous
coordinate transformation matrix M21ð/Þ.
The equation of meshing between the two rotors can be obtained by using Wilson

equation

ðrp cos/ xI1ðs;/ÞÞx0I1ðs;/Þ þ ðrp sin/ yI1ðs;/ÞÞy0I1ðs;/Þ ¼ 0 ð6Þ

The locus for CIC tooth profile of Roots rotor is determined by using Eqs. (1), (2),
(3), (4) and (5), simultaneously. The 3D-model of the CIC Roots rotors and 3D-model
of two CIC Roots rotor meshing pair are presented in Fig. 2 (b).

Fig. 1. The tooth profile of the CIC Roots rotors.
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2.2 EE Tooth Profile

The EE tooth profile of rotor is comprised by the epicycloid (A3B3) and hypocycloid
curves, as shown in Fig. 3. According to Fig. 3(a), the locus tooth profiles of Roots
rotor are represented in the coordinate system S1ðx1; y1; z1Þ as follows:
(1) The extended epicycloid curve A3B3:

rðA3B3ÞII1 ðcÞ ¼
xðA3B3ÞII1 ðcÞ ¼ rpþ re coscþ resin

ðrpþ reÞc
re

yðA3B3ÞII1 ðcÞ ¼ rpþ re sincþ recos
ðrpþ reÞc
re

8
>>><

>>>:
; ð0 c c1Þ ð7Þ

(2) The hypocycloid enveloped by the epicycloid B3C3:

rðB3C3ÞII1 ðcÞ ¼
xðB3C3ÞII1 ðcÞ ¼ ðrp reÞ cosð

p
N
c c1Þ re cosð

p
N
cþ rp
re
s c1Þ

yðB3C3ÞII1 ðcÞ ¼ ðrp reÞ sinð
p
N
c c1Þ re sinð

p
N
cþ rp
re
s c1Þ

8
>><

>>:
; ðc1 c c2Þ ð8Þ

By applying the homogeneous coordinate transformation matrix equation from
S1ðx1; y1; z1Þ to S2ðx2; y2; z2Þ, shown in Fig. 3(a). The locus for EE tooth profile of the
Rotor in the coordinate system S2ðx2; y2; z2Þ is the same as in Eqs. (4) and (5) and
equation of meshing between the driving rotor and driven rotor is presented as in
Eq. (6). The 3D-model of the EE Roots rotors and 3D-model of two EE Roots rotor
meshing pair are presented in Fig. 3(b).
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Fig. 2. CIC rotors: a) conjugated coordinate systems and b) 3D meshing rotor pair.
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3 Contact Force Model

Theoretically, there is no need to distinguish rotor 1 from rotor 2. However, the
distinction is often made for numerical convenience, as shown in Fig. 4. The contact
condition is the rotor 2 no penetrate into the rotor 1. The contact condition is con-
sidered between a node on profile of rotor 2 and a segment on profile of rotor 1. The
gap between profile of rotor 1 and profile of rotor 2:

gai ¼ ðrpi rqjÞ ni 0 ð9Þ

where rpi ; rqj are position vector of rotor profile 1 and rotor profile 2 at points pi and qj.
If the gap gai > 0, two rotors have no contact and if the gap gai < 0, two rotors have
contact.
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Fig. 4. Gap and contact force between two meshing rotors.
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For those contacting rotor pairs, penetration needs to be corrected by applying a
contact force and more penetration needs more contact force:

FC ¼ Kn gaih i ð10Þ

where penalty parameter (Kn) is contact stiffness. It depends on material stiffness and
allows a small penetration (gai < 0). A bigger contact stiffness Kn => the less allowed
penetration. The proper contact stiffness can be determined from allowed penetration
by experience.

4 Numerical Example

In order to determine the contact force between two rotors, the rotors are assembled at a
practical center distance of Ar = 66 mm. The basic data of the Roots rotor and tooth
design parameters are given in Table 1, the contact settings and material properties are
given in Table 2 and The input power of rotor is 3 kW and the rotational speed of rotor
3000 rpm. The contact forces are determined for two rotor pairs.

The contact force between two EE Roots rotors and two CIC Roots rotors are shown
in Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8. On time domain, the average contact force between two EE Roots
rotors, 1047.1 N, is much higher than that of the contact force between two CIC Roots

Table 1. Basic data of the root rotor.

Roots rotor Roots rotor

Number of rotor lobes (N) 3 Normal pressure angle (ap) 36.43
°

Normal module (m) 22 Center distance (Ec) 66 mm
Pitch radius (rp) 33.0 mm Involute parameter (u) 9.00 mm
Outer radius (ra) 44.88 mm Top tooth arc angle (h1) 4.0°

Table 2. Contact settings and material properties.

Contact settings
Item Value

Contact stiffness of the rotors (Kn) (N.mm
−1) 2. 0 105

Force exponent (e) 2.2
Damping coefficient of the rotors (Cn) 0.25
Penetration depth (ds) (mm) 0.01
Material Properties
Density (kg/mm3) 7.80 10−6

Elastic modulus (N.mm−2) 2.07 105

Poisson’s ratio 0.29
Coefficient of static friction 0.2
Coefficient of kinetic friction 0.1
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rotors, 102.4 N. Besides, the maximum contact force between two EE Roots rotors,
5661.4 N, is much higher than that of the contact force between two CIC Roots rotors,
1973.3 N, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. On frequency domain, the contact force between
two EE Roots rotors has much changed extremely abrupt than that of the contact force
between two CIC Roots rotors, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Therefore, the contact force of
CIC Roots rotors have more advantages than that of the EE Roots rotors.

Fig. 5. The contact force between two EE Roots rotors on time domain.

Fig. 6. The contact force between two CIC rotors on time domain.

  

Fig. 7. The contact force between two EE Roots rotors on frequency domain.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, 3D rotor models for both EE Roots rotors and CIC Roots rotors are
constructed. The contact forces of a pair intermeshing rotors are analyzed under
combining the torque on the rotor 1 and rotor 2 with the rotation angle of rotor 1. The
simulated results show that the contact forces of CIC Roots rotors have more advan-
tages than that of the EE Roots rotors.
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